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Bleek Noir is the Alternative/Dark/Lo-Fi project of
songwriter, musician, and recording artist
Christopher J Fox.

Bleek Noir has developed a truly signature dark, dramatic,
head spinning, somewhat-angular and emotive sound.
Reviews have praised Fox’s lyrical prowess, and the power of
Bleek Noir.
 
With eleven releases under his belt, since the conception of
Bleek Noir in 2017, Fox has amassed quite a discography of
distinctive and compelling alternative music.
 
A "moving" and arresting musical experience for audiences of
all kinds, the songwriting drags the mind to the unique world
that Fox's music is born from.
 
Constantly evolving, but remaining true to a style that is his
alone, Fox is unwavering in his production of music that is as
lyrical as it is acerbic, as dark and dramatic as it is uplifting,
as obtuse as it is hooky, and created out of need. As an
exorcism.
 
Touring professionally in various guises in the past, those
familiar with Fox’s previous live work will know that his
music’s intensity is not exclusive to his recorded works.
 
Ending 2019 with the release of the "Throw Yourself Inside"
EP, and beginning 2020 with new single "Do Me A Favour", a
new EP is promised before Spring.
 

bleeknoirmusic@gmail.com
bleeknoir.com

bleeknoir.bandcamp.com
facebook.com/bleeknoir

twitter.com/bleeknoir
Search "Bleek Noir" on Youtube

The new Bleek Noir EP “The Garden de Sade” is
yet another masterpiece of Dark and broody
fun. Dark and atonal, with mystery and shadows
Bleek Noir has brought a Victorian Era and Nuevo
Goth sound to the light of day. Imagine if
Halloween had an emotional cry of love. - Indie
Pulse Music Blog

An advocate of the darker and more lugubrious
aspects of life there’s a rich vein of unsmiling
vaudevillian splendour amongst the musical

acrobatics.In the guise of Bleek Noir, Chris Fox
continues his evolution as an alternative and

unique presence. - Louder Than War Music Blog

Bleek Noir is a head-spinning cocktail that will
shake-up music and provide it a rare fascination. -
Music Musings & Such.

The Garden de Sade" is the second EP from Bleek
Noir, a journey through the dark, twisted creative

mind of one man. - Even The Stars


